How I Learned to Let Communities Guide Our Local Reporting Projects

As an engagement reporter on ProPublica’s Local Reporting Network, I gave people avenues to participate in our reporting and learned lessons about respect, building networks and getting journalism to the people affected by it.

by Beena Raghevendran, Feb. 25, 4:59 a.m. EST

ACCUSED IN ELKHART

THE NEW POWER BROKERS
ProPublica is supporting local and regional newsrooms as they work on important investigative projects affecting their communities. Topics include conflicts of interest, housing, mental health care, criminal justice and workplace safety.
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About the Local Reporting Network

ProPublica is supporting local and regional newsrooms as they work on important investigative projects affecting their communities. Topics include conflicts of interest, housing, mental health care, criminal justice and workplace safety.
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Our New Partners for 2019

ProPublica will work with reporters at 14 news organizations on accountability projects in 2019. Seven will focus on state government or politics; seven will cover issues affecting local communities and regions. ProPublica reimburses one year's salary and benefits for each of the participating reporters and also supports projects with its expertise in data, research and engagement elements of the work. We will seek proposals for 2020 next fall.

Questions? Email us at localreporting@propublica.org.
PARTNER NEWSROOMS

**The Advocate**
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Reporter: Andrea Gallo

**The Malheur Enterprise**
 Vale, Oregon
Reporter: Jayme Fraser

**South Bend Tribune**
South Bend, Indiana
Reporter: Christian Sheckler

**Santa Fe New Mexican**
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Reporter: Rebecca Moss

**The Southern Illinoisan**
Carbondale, Illinois
Reporter: Molly Parker

FEATURED SERIES

**ACCUSED IN ELKHART**
Justice in an Indiana County

**HUD’S HOUSE OF CARDS**
Public Housing Failures
TRAUMA AFTER TRAGEDY
PTSD in First Responders

LOUISIANA’S ETHICAL SWAMP
Lawmakers’ Conflicts of Interest

THE NEW POWER BROKERS
West Virginia’s Natural Gas Industry

A SICK SYSTEM
Repeat Attacks After Pleading Insanity

HALF-LIFE
Nuke Lab Workers Getting Sick